Welcome Back to the Village East!

The Village East Cinema has been reopened since March 5, 2021. The health of our audiences, staff and the community has remained our top priority throughout. We are committed to ensuring that you have an exceptional experience at the Village East, with confidence in the policies and procedures we have designed for a safe environment for all. Our policies and procedures are created to align with regulation from New York City, the State of New York and CDC Guidelines. And our guests can get back to seeing films on the Big Screen in a shared environment with fellow film lovers!

Face masks are strongly recommended regardless of vaccination status.

All Village East staff is fully vaccinated against COVID-19.

Sanitation Practices

Throughout the day, common areas and high-contact surfaces are routinely cleaned with sanitizing agents.

Make use of Hand Sanitizer Stations, which are positioned throughout the theater.

All staff are required to properly and frequently wash their hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds.

We encourage our guests to do the same.

Our service associates are extensively trained in proper protocols for food handling, including frequent hand washing and glove use.

Food-service areas are cleaned frequently & thoroughly.

Air Quality Maintenance

Air filtration systems have been upgraded to MERV-13 filters in each auditorium to capture the majority of particles and pollutants.

We routinely vacuum carpeted areas using vacuums with HEPA filters, which are identified to be effective in trapping microscopic particles.

Flexibility for Guests

Stay home if you are sick, have COVID-19 symptoms, have been in contact with someone known to be or suspected to have been infected with COVID-19 within the last 10 days.

Ticket refunds are available on our website or mobile app.

Book tickets in advance online and scan directly from your mobile device when you arrive at the theater.

Place Food & Beverage orders on the Angelika mobile app! Orders are sent to the kitchen immediately, and are available for pickup within 15 minutes.

IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19, THE ANGELIKA CONTINUES TO MEET OR EXCEED ALL CDC, STATE AND LOCAL GUIDELINES, AS WELL AS CINEMASAFE EXPERT-BACKED SUGGESTIONS.